Neutral ytterbium atoms embedded in solid neon qualitatively retain the structure of free atoms. Despite the atom-solid interaction, the 6s6p 3 P 0 level is found to remain metastable with its lifetimes determined to be in the range of ten to hundreds of seconds. The atomic population can be almost completely transferred between the ground level and the metastable level via optical excitation and spontaneous decay. The dynamics of this process is examined, and is used to explicitly demonstrate that the transition broadening mechanism is homogeneous.
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An inert solid, formed by molecular hydrogen or a noble gas element at a cryogenic temperature, offers an interesting and useful medium for atomic and molecular studies. On the one hand, the host medium binds to the guest atoms and molecules, providing confinement and long storage time. On the other hand, due to its chemical inertness, the medium only weakly disturbs the internal structure of the guest atoms and molecules, allowing them to qualitatively retain the structure and transition properties of those free atoms and molecules. This technique, commonly called matrix isolation, has been applied to observe the spectra of a large number of atomic [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and molecular species [6] [7] [8] . It is particularly useful for studying chemically reactive species that are difficult to maintain in the gas phase [9, 10] .
The atomic spectra obtained with the matrix isolation technique showed that atomic transitions in a noble gas solid are typically blue shifted and broadened to widths several orders of magnitude larger than the natural transition ones of atoms in vacuum [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Consequently, matrix isolation is not suitable for precision transition frequency measurements. Instead, the technique has potential for applications including studying rare isotopes [11] , catching and detecting rare decay products [12] , and testing fundamental symmetries [13, 14] . The prospect of measuring the electron's electric dipole moment in a matrix has motivated a series of studies of alkali atoms embedded in solid helium, in which a long electronic spin relaxation time was observed [15] , the optical detection of nonradiating atoms was realized [16] , and lifetimes of the short-lived excited levels were measured [17] .
In this paper, we report the findings of a study of the optical excitation and decay dynamics of neutral ytterbium (Yb) atoms embedded in a solid neon (sNe) matrix at 4 K. In contrast to the simpler alkali atoms that were studied in prior work, the ytterbium atom has two outer electrons that form both spin-singlet and -triplet states (Fig. 1) . The lowest-lying triplet levels, 6s6p 3 P 0,1,2 , offer additional opportunities to study atom-medium interactions. Moreover, with a nuclear spin of ½, 171 Yb (isotopic 3 abundance = 14%) is an ideal candidate to study nuclear magnetic resonance and perhaps to search for the nuclear Schiff moment [14, 18] in a solid matrix. Optical absorption spectra of Yb embedded in argon, krypton, and xenon matrices have previously been reported [5] . We chose solid neon for the medium because it is less polarizable than heavier noble gas elements, and it is more technically accessible than solid helium. While helium only solidifies under high pressure (> 25 bars), neon readily forms a solid with a face-centered-cubic crystal structure under zero pressure at 4 K [19] .
The optical absorption spectrum recorded in this work indicates that neutral ytterbium atoms embedded in solid neon qualitatively retain the structure of free atoms. Both the singlet-to-singlet allowed transitions and the singlet-to-triplet intercombination transitions have been identified. The atomic transition resonances are found to be shifted by and the widths broadened to a few hundred wavenumbers (in the unit of cm -1 ). In addition to the spectrum, the excitation and decay processes of the embedded atoms are studied in this work. Notably, the 6s6p 3 P 0 level is found to remain metastable. and is used to demonstrate explicitly that the transition broadening mechanism is homogeneous. The rate of population transfer from the singlet ground level to the triplet metastable level is found to be enhanced over that of free atoms by seven orders of magnitude, a phenomenon that can possibly be explained by Stark-induced mixing due to a strong local electric field associated with the matrix.
The Yb-sNe sample is grown on a 2. Optical absorption spectroscopy is performed on the sample with a deuterium and tungsten halogen lamp as the white-light source and an optical spectrometer with a wavelength resolution of 1.5 nm. The spectrum ( Among them, two peaks (Fig. 2, peak a, b) are studied in depth with their properties listed in Table I .
For the other two peaks near 40,000 cm -1 , the weaker transition is identified as 6s 2 [17] .
While monitoring the white-light absorption spectrum of the sample, a narrow bandwidth (~ 1 MHz) laser beam at 388 nm, produced by frequency doubling a single-mode Ti:Sapphire ring laser, is used to resonantly excite the 6s 2 1 S 0 -6s6p 1 P 1 transition (peak a). For a laser intensity of only 2 mW/cm 2 , all four absorption peaks disappear almost completely in a few seconds while a new absorption peak (c) emerges (Fig. 2 blue dashed line) . Once the excitation laser beam is blocked, the original four peaks recover and the new peak disappears in a few minutes. The dynamics of peaks (b) and (c) are shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . The opposite and matching time evolution of these two peaks strongly suggests that the atomic population is being transferred between the ground level and a 7 metastable level. Based on a study of the fluorescence dynamics, described in the next section, the metastable level is identified as 6s6p 3 P 0 , and peak (c) as transition 6s6p 3 P 0 -6p 2 3 P 1 (Table I) .
For a closer examination of the metastable levels, we use the spectrometer to monitor the fluorescence from the 6s6p 3 P 0,1,2 levels following the switch-on and -off of the 388 nm excitation laser. The white-light lamp is kept off in this part of the experiment. The spectrum presented in the upper panel of Fig. 3 is integrated over 0.4 s immediately following the switch-on of the excitation laser. Here the most prominent fluorescence peak (d) is identified as 6s 2 1 S 0 -6s6p 3 P 1 (Table I) (Table I) , a transition known to be forbidden in vacuum.
Apparently 6s6p 3 P 0 remains metastable despite the atom-solid interaction. The decay of the fluorescence signal on peak (e) after the excitation laser has been switched off is recorded with both the spectrometer and, for improved sensitivity, a photodiode behind an interference filter (Fig. 4) . A fit to the decay curve reveals three lifetimes: 17±2 s, 67±10 s and 315±50 s. Moreover, the decay of the unidentified peak at 18,250 cm -1 (Fig. 3 lower panel) is best described by a single exponential lifetime of 8±2 s. For an Yb atom in vacuum, 6s6p 3 P 0 is metastable since its decay to the ground level is strictly forbidden. The metastability is partially quenched due to hyperfine interaction in odd isotopes (   171   Yb   and 173 Yb, total abundance = 30%), which leads to a lifetime calculated to be around 25 s [20, 21] . An
Yb atom in sNe is strongly affected by both the large E-field and E-field gradient present in the lattice, which may induce decay of the metastable 6s6p 3 P 1 ) appears. As supporting evidence, we observed the fluorescence at 1.3 µm wavelength corresponding to 5d6s 3 D 1,2 -6s6p 3 P 0,1,2 transitions upon excitation at 388 nm. Moreover, we shined 374 nm light from an LED onto the sample to excite peak (c), and observed quenching of the metastable population: the four original absorption peaks re-appear and peak (c) disappears completely in only a few seconds. This is a useful tool in the aforementioned study as the atomic population can be quickly reset back to the ground level at the end of each measurement cycle.
In contrast to the metastable 6s6p 3 P 0 level, the 6s6p 3 P 1 level decays to the ground level via an E1 transition with a lifetime of 0.9 µs in vacuum [22] . Due to this short lifetime, an equilibrium of population exchange is quickly established between 6s6p 3 P 1 and the ground level 6s 2 1 S 0 . Therefore, 10 the depletion of the ground level population should also be reflected in the 6s6p 3 P 1 fluorescence power. This is indeed observed in the evolution of the fluorescence peak (d) (Fig. 3 inset) . The initial rapid build-up following the switch-on of the 388 nm excitation laser is due to the short lifetime of 6s6p 3 P 1 . The following decay with a 0.2±0.1 s tail manifests the gradual transfer of the population from the ground level 6s 2 1 S 0 to the metastable level 6s6p 3 P 0 .
The study on the dynamics of the atomic excitation and population transfer led us to conclude that the broadening mechanism observed in both absorption and fluorescence spectra is homogeneous. a branching ratio of 7×10 -8 . For Yb in sNe, the singlet-to-triplet decay branching ratio appears to be 11 enhanced by seven orders of magnitude, a phenomenon that can possibly be explained by Starkinduced mixing due to a strong E-field and E-field gradient present in the matrix. However, this naïve model generates contradictory results: the electric field needed to explain the enhanced decay branching ratio would also significantly quench the metastable level 6s6p 3 P 0 due to second order effects. A sophisticated theoretical model taking into account the Yb-sNe interaction is needed to quantitatively explain this and other observations reported in this paper.
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